The use of eHealth to design a regional health promotion program in the workplace: Institute of Costa Rican Electricity case series
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Abstract: The development of sustainable health promotion programs in the workplace requires a coordinated systematic approach. Costs and resources often cause barriers to implement workplace programs in low- and middle-income countries. The objective of the case series is to evaluate the feasibility of health informatics to evaluate and monitor the physical activity and dietary habits of individuals in the workplace on a small scale as a preparation to implement the health promotion program across a company in Costa Rica. Participants were 25 employees where 17 participants had a body mass index (BMI) of 25.0 kg/m2 or more. This case series assesses and evaluates patient data during an 8-week period using multiple tools of eHealth technologies such as an Electronic Health Record (EHR), a Personal Health Record (PHR), electronic surveys and fitness trackers with compatible mobile applications. Adherence to wearing Fitbit was high and stable with a mean of 97.5% over 30 days (n=16). The participants in the first week walked on average 8,239 steps but, at the end of the fourth week, the average steps decreased to 7,798. The dietary electronic survey was answered satisfactorily by 86.6% of the employees (n=25). The employees scored on average 35 out of 100 on a diet quality scale. The consumption of vegetables, beans, whole grains, nuts and seeds is lower than the recommended dietary guidelines of 60. The integration of eHealth technologies can provide a clearer understanding of the employees’ health situation to more appropriately allocate efforts to promote behavior change where needed most.
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Background

The workplace has been identified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as an effective space to implement health initiative programs to promote healthy eating habits and physical activity. According to WHO, the three main benefits of occupational health programs are (I) changing lifestyle behaviors—such as improving physical activity and dietary habits; (II) improving health-related outcomes—such as reducing body mass index (BMI), reducing blood pressure and other cardiovascular disease risk factors; and (III) facilitating organizational-level changes—such as reduced absenteeism (1).

The use of eHealth programs in the workplace has resulted in positive outcomes for improving employee health in developed countries. In a systematic review conducted in the United Kingdom, 14 out of 25 studies evaluated reported a significant increase in physical activity, and 11 out of 16 studies reported an impact on the reduction of weight, systolic pressure and cholesterol (2).

However, there is little evidence about the use of eHealth in the workplace in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). The main reason is due to the slow adoption and adaptation of eHealth, primarily linked to the scarcity of government investments within the technological infrastructure sector. According to the third eHealth report of the WHO, the percentage of implemented Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems is highest in wealthier
countries with two thirds (66%; n=21) in the upper-middle income group and roughly half of high-income countries (52%; n=23) have introduced EHR systems, while only a third of lower-middle-income countries (35%; n=10), and 15% of low-income countries (n=3) reported having implemented EHR systems (3).

The development of eHealth and mHealth solutions, such as the EHR, reveal the causes of health situations across the globe within companies—specifically causes of sick-leave, health conditions and main diseases.

It is interesting to consider if the results of interventions in developed countries have the same impact on LMICs considering the different population groups, cultures and digital literacy as well as what types of sustainable technologies and interventions can be implemented. We present the following case in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/mhealth-19-231).

**Case presentation**

**Health data collection and promotion for health centers across regions**

In the Central American country, Costa Rica, the legislation establishes that companies are responsible to implement and promote health and safety programs at the workplace. For example, companies with more than 10 employees must have an occupational health team and subscribe to social security to provide medical services on site (4).

The Costa Rican Institute of Electricity (ICE) is an autonomous governmental organization responsible for the electrical production and telecommunications for the entire country. The company itself has a population of 12,977 employees and 46 clinics distributed throughout Costa Rica, see Figure 1. The main functions of these health centers are to provide services of general medicine, occupational medicine, referrals to specialized medicine, attention to minor occupational accidents, and health promotion.

According to Figure 1, it can be noted that the ICE Health Services Network has national coverage with centers located across all seven provinces for its employees with seven health centers centralized in the capital of San José. One of the main issues ICE has experienced at the health centers across the departments is with the monitoring and follow-up of each employee’s health.

Since July 2016, ICE has implemented an EHR in all 46 clinics allowing the collection of clinical information to analyze the specific needs of each employee as a result of digitalization.

The data from the ICE EHR reporting system shows that 49.1% of their employees are suffering from being overweight and/or obese.

Due to the identified health problem, the ICE Health Services department decided to develop a pilot project using mobile health, fitness trackers, and Personal Health Records (PHR) as the first stage to understand the habits of the employees. Based on the preliminary findings, a plan will be developed to design a sustainable health promotion program to reduce those who are overweight and/or obese.

The objectives of the pilot project were to identify the most
efficient and effective way to evaluate and monitor the physical activity, sleep quality and food consumption of the selected ICE employees and also to identify if the PHR, Fitbit tracker and electronic surveys are tools that could allow a large scale and sustainable monitoring of the health of employees.

**Design and methodology**

**Participants**

Out of the 36 departments of ICE, the selected participant group was Human Resources, the smallest department. The 8-week pilot project had a population of 28 employees who were invited to participate voluntarily. Of the 28 invited, only 25 employees agreed to participate. All of the participants were regular Internet users, owned a computer and a smart phone. There were 17 employees that had a BMI over 25.0 km/m$^2$, 9 were overweight, 13 had obesity, 1 employee with diabetes, 1 with a diagnosis of dyslipidemia, and 7 employees with high blood pressure.

To start the pilot project, an introductory presentation was given on site at ICE in San José on September 2, 2019 (Figure 2).

**Fitbit and Fitbit mobile app**

After the introductory presentation, each employee signed a consent form and received a Fitbit Inspire HR along with training on how to use the Fitbit and the Fitbit mobile application.

**PHR**

According to the Fitbit Data Protection Policy, to gain access to the employees’ information each user must provide consent to the third party requesting access to their information. For that reason, it was necessary to generate a PHR for every participant of the pilot project. This PHR works as a platform for the employees to have access to their health information, to schedule a doctor’s appointment, among other useful functionalities. It was necessary for every employee to sync the Fitbit device with their individual PHR by clicking the integration link they received in an email for the data to be continuously collected throughout the duration of the pilot project. This was explained during the introductory presentation.

**Electronic surveys**

Survio software was used to create and send the electronic surveys. Four digital surveys were sent: (I) sociodemographic and health characteristics, (II) food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), (III) dietary practices, (IV) experience and satisfaction using Fitbit. The approximate duration to complete each survey was 15 minutes. Automatic reminders were sent via Survio to those who did not answer the surveys initially.

**Data collection**

The first electronic survey, sociodemographic and health characteristics, reports age, gender, address, education, occupation, and income. The health section reports if the participant is a smoker/non-smoker and physical activity. The second survey captured dietary information from the past year using an updated version of the FFQ. The third survey, dietary practices, reports basic nutritional knowledge as well as behavioral and normative beliefs associated with
food intake. The fourth survey asks employees to rate their experience with Fitbit use satisfaction and their willingness to use mobile technologies to improve their health in the future.

Fitbit was used to capture physical activity, number of steps per day and hours of sleep.

All the data was anonymized and SAS 9.4 was used for data analysis.

Results

The first electronic survey was answered by 21 employees (84%), the second survey was answered by 20 employees (80%), and the third survey by 24 employees (96%).

Figure 3 seen below demonstrates the distribution of the dietary electronic surveys was useful in obtaining an 80% response rate from the employees (n=20). These results reveal the average amount of quantities consumed in the varying food groups by the participants. The high percentage of response rate accurately depicts the average amount of consumption of vegetables, beans, whole grains and nuts and seeds are lower than the recommended dietary guidelines (5-10). However, the results indicate that the consumption of fruits, dairy, fish and chicken were within the recommended dietary amounts.

The results identify the need for food intake improvement and an increase in physical activity on average for the employees.

Fitbit results

Adherence to tracker usage

From 25 employees, only 16 employees (64%) integrated the Fitbit to the PHR, and the others were unable to export the data. The 16 employees adhered well to wearing the Fitbit tracker, wearing the tracker during 97.5% of intervention days. At the end of the evaluation, the electronic survey rating satisfaction found that the use of the Fitbit tracker had an outstanding acceptance rate with 21 of the 25 employees indicated feeling satisfied or very satisfied with the overall use of the device with only 4 employees indicating moderate satisfaction. Therefore, the majority of the employees (95%) indicated that Fitbit assisted in improving awareness of their health and lifestyle choices (Figure 4).

During the first week of evaluation, the 16 employees with the tracker integrated walked on average 8,239 steps and the fourth and final week of evaluation revealed the average amount of steps decreased to 7,798 steps. It can be interpreted that due to the novelty of using a monitoring device for the first time, this caused employees to become more aware of walking, but over time this diminished (Figure 5).

The functionality that employees found most useful was the measurement of the number of steps with 69.6% followed by monitoring of sleep hours with 60.9% (Figure 6).

A notable number of employees, 34.8%, indicated that...
the use of Fitbit was complicated. This may be related to the average age of the employees, which was 42 years. Therefore, more extensive research is required to assess whether Fitbit can maintain motivation in the working population of ICE and if there are subgroups of people who find it more effective to use the Fitbit tracker and app.

**Lessons learned**

The synchronization of the PHR was not favorable, only 11% of employees managed to sync the Fitbit to the PHR independently. More education and improvement of the user experience is required for larger implementations. Also, it may be beneficial to consider IT support and a help
desk service to support issues and problems related with the use of the technology.

The electronic surveys were an effective tool to collect information and evaluate the health of the employees.

**Limitations**

The limitations of the pilot project were the amount of Fitbits budgeted for the use of this pilot project (number of fitbits =30). The lack of technological support to assist the employees in the digital integration requirements was also a limitation. The pilot project comprised a small sample of a relatively homogenous group (office employees with computer skills and access to smartphones), and results could not be generalizable across the company. The intervention period was relatively short, the long-term use of Fitbit tracker and its relationship with increasing physical activity could not be assessed. The results of the electronic surveys were shared with the participants but more research is necessary to evaluate the impact on self-awareness and dietary improvement.

During the 30-day period, only 16 employees were able to share the data. More research is required to understand if the other 9 employees were not comfortable sharing personal information or if there was technological difficulty or digital illiteracy.

For future research, it’s recommended to take into account the entire spectrum of workplace employees in order to evaluate the effectiveness of implementing technological interventions in LMIC.

**Discussion**

The use of fitness trackers, such as Fitbit, can generate a motivational effect on a person, based on the results of the pilot project, however this initial motivation may decline over time. Interventions in mHealth have fallen short in determining if wearables or Mobile apps working independently manage to increase physical activity routines or change eating habits in a sustained manner (2,11-13). More research is required to understand the disposition of employees on sharing personal data with companies.

The use of electronic surveys to gather nutritional habits proved to be very effective in this population group. Employees from other departments may not have the same digital literacy, access to computers or the time to fill out the electronic surveys, however.

The EHR is essential to integrate employees’ information from different sources to analyze their physical health and how this can be affected by factors related to the workplace, such as stress, malnutrition and/or lack of physical activity. The average health issues, such as being overweight and obesity, are major contributors to non-communicable diseases (NCDs) (14). The NCD epidemic in LMICs has been attributed to higher life expectancy, globalization, urbanization, and unequal economic development (15). However, efficacy trials clearly demonstrate that lifestyle modification can prevent and control common chronic diseases (16-18).

The employee PHR must be more user friendly and have functionalities for the employee to make it more attractive as well as having the essential tools to interpret it.

**Adoption of a sustainable health in the workplace program**

In order to develop a sustainable health in the workplace program, efforts must be coordinated, organized and systematic. The framework provided by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention suggests a model based on 4 steps: (I) workplace health assessment; (II) planning and design the program; (III) implement the program; and (IV) determine impact through evaluation (19). To accelerate the implementation of sustainable health programs at the workplace in LMICs, the use of electronic health records and mobile health applications can be used to help reduce implementation costs (20,21). This can speed up data capturing and communication as well as baseline evaluation, monitoring, execution and evaluation of results in remote sites and within large populations.

**Conclusions**

This case series is an initial contribution to explore the best use of digital health solutions in the design of sustainable health in the workplace programs in LMIC.

The integration of eHealth technologies can provide a clearer understanding of the employees’ health situation to more appropriately allocate efforts to promote behavior change where needed most.
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